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Shaun Gillilland - Chairman 
 
Chairman Gillilland called this task force to order at 10:50 am with the following members in 
attendance: Ed Gardner, Shaun Gillilland, Charlie Harrington, Jim Monty, Dan Manning, Chris 
Garrow and Mike Mascarenas. Randy Preston was previously excused. Dan Palmer was 
absent.   
 
Also present: Michael Tyler, Jim Dougan, Win Belanger and Dina Garvey 
 
GILLILLAND: Okay, welcome, thank you very much; we have a couple of items for discussion 
here. I promised you to have a draft policy and I don’t have it yet. I am waiting for input back 
from the Fair Board. I also have been hearing a lot about key policy and stuff; which Chris gave 
me a report today and we’ll talk about that. We’ll get an update on buildings and grounds or the 
work at the fair by DPW and Dan you wanted to talk about insurance issues?  
 
MANNING: Sure I can do that.  
 
GILLILLAND: Okay, so, I guess we’ll lead off with you.  
 
MANNING: With me? Okay, I think; did I send an email out on insurance; I can’t remember?  
 
GILLILLAND: Yes 
 
GARNDER: Yeah 
 
MANNING: Last meeting; Randy Preston and I think some of the others; maybe Shaun too 
raised the concern that we have certain; I’ll call them mom and pop people that come to the fair 
and they can’t afford a full blown insurance policy and although I don’t want to make a practice 
of saying; oh you don’t need insurance; if the insurances don’t involve; you know the operation 
of heavy equipment or rides or food and beverage where someone could be poisoned or 
something, then we can in our discretion wave the insurance qualifications and as long as they’ll 
sign an indemnification and hold harmless clause; which I have one already developed that I’ve 
used. I had to use one quickly when the DA had something at the fair that I only found out a day 
before and that indemnification clause would just simply say we hold you harmless and we’ll 
indemnify you and hold you harmless and sometimes it’s not worth the paper it’s written on, but 
it’s the best you can do without an insurance policy.  
 
GILLILLAND: Okay 
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MANNING: What are our protections in that respect? Would be that we would fall back on the 
Agricultural Society’s insurance policy as primary and then our insurance would kick in as 
secondary. So, we would have coverage, but it’s preferable to have and we want those subs 
and those vendors; especially the large ones with dangerous things that are obvious to have 
their own policies named us as insured. 
 
GILLILLAND: Okay 
 
MANNING: So, the long and short of it is, if you have someone who’s out there selling; wheeling 
a little push cart and you’re selling puppets and it’s a mom and pop; who can’t afford the 
insurance, you’re alright unless they’re made China and the paint’s bad. 
 
GILLILLAND: So, let’s say there’s a large event; let’s say like; last year they did a snowmobile 
event?  
 
MANNING: That needs insurance. 
 
GILLILLAND: But, if a sub comes in to sell snowmobile gloves; handmade snowmobile gloves; 
when we’re fine?  
 
MANNING: Yeah, if they’re large enough to pay for an insurance policy then we would require it. 
But, if it’s just a small sub and a lot of this I was thinking of just at the fair itself too.  
 
GILLILLAND: Agree, but then we’re also going to be trying to setup the framework, so that we 
can utilize these grounds more than just one week a year.  
 
MANNING: First plan of attack is get us insurance and if they can’t; then tell us why then we’ll 
evaluate it and then we’ll make a decision as to whether we’ll go the other route or say you 
know no; you’re operating fireworks; sorry you’ve got to have insurance. So, it will be a case by 
case type of thing.  
 
GILLILLAND: Discussion?  
I think if we can reduce some of this; work to reduce the cost for these people we will more and 
more vendors come in.  
 
TYLER: My idea on the held harmless agreements; they’re good as long as they’re doing what 
they’re supposed to do. If they’re going something egregious that they’re not doing and they get 
hurt or something then that’s when you run into problems.  
 
MANNING: Right 
 
MONTY: Should we; maybe should we document exactly what they’re doing within the held 
harmless agreement?  
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TYLER: I don’t know if there is a way you can really get around that; maybe you could, but. 
 
GILLILLAND: You can give them a list of prohibited activities.  
 
MANNING: We also have a permit and stuff that we’ve been using. When we open this up to 
more people it would have to be expanded, but what you’re doing in there will have an 
insurance section and then we can exempt people from. Hold harmless is great if you got 
money. If the person has money and there’s a problem then you sue blah blah blah.  But, if it’s 
just somebody that has no money hold harmless isn’t worth the paper it’s written on. That’s the 
best you can do if you want to have these mom and pops come in and again we’re covered. 
We’re covered by the Ag; if it’s the fair, the Agricultural Society and then our insurance would be 
secondary. If it’s just us our insurance will cover it, but you always want the first level to be and 
so does our insurance company, someone else’s insurance.  
 
GILLILLAND: Cornell has PW Woods Insurance Company when they hold an event and if they 
want to have sub-vendors come in and talk about they would tell the major event holder that 
you’re going to be the first refusal on these little guys coming in, but you’re going to have to 
insure them.  
 
MANNING: Right and that’s what we do with the fair right now, but we get a step further and get 
them from the vendors too.  
 
GILLILLAND: Okay, any other discussion on that?  
 
DOUGAN: ROOST is; isn’t ROOST providing the insurance for the upcoming Harvest Festival?  
 
GILLILLAND: That’s what I understand; yes.  
 
DOUGAN: So, that maybe another option if you have someone that’s in-between that you still 
need the insurance for, but that may be large enough in our mind, but in their mind they’re not; 
maybe they can go to ROOST and apply to ROOST to provide the insurance that we’re 
requiring there at the fairgrounds.  
 
GILLILLAND: Okay 
 
DOUGAN: Right; it’s going to work? That’s what they’re doing for that upcoming Harvest 
Festival; at least this first year. So, maybe it’s something we want to do.  
  
GILLILLAND: Just as long as Dan gets a list of all the vendors that are there.  
 
DOUGAN: Right 
 
GILLILLAND: And insurance certificates and then with the insurance certificates; you take a look 
at the vendor list and if like ROOST is covering 15 of them it would be on the list.  
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MCNALLY: Is there a timeframe for the vendors to apply?  
 
MANNING: Yeah, I have a; you know nobody pays attention to some of this stuff, but there are 
dates.  
 
MCNALLY: Is there a cutoff date, Dan?  
 
MANNING: There are dates under the Agricultural Society’s contract. This is just for the fair. 
We’re supposed to get all this stuff not later than June 15th. They’ll provide us with a list of all the 
vendors, participants, operators, solicitors, exhibitors, as well as signed agreements, licenses, 
leases, and insurance certificates. Which sometimes we get and sometimes we don’t. So, we do 
have a date well before the fair that we have those lists and if we do the other thing we would 
certainly do that and I did check with the Agricultural Society’s insurance and we don’t have an 
updated certificate, so I zipped off a letter to them to get us their insurance certificate and get a 
list.  
 
GILLILLAND: I will get that to you this week.  
 
MANNING: Okay, I just want to make sure, because there can’t be any fair without their 
insurance.  
So, it’s a judgment call. If you’ve got the teacup ride or something like that, I want a separate 
insurance policy from the guy. You got somebody pushing around a handcart selling potholders; 
I don’t care. You aren’t going to hurt anybody and we’ve got things. So, that’s the way to get 
around it as best we can.  
 
GILLILLAND: Alright and I want to reflect all this in this public policy that we want to put out and 
be adopted, so that it can go out to everybody.  
Anyway, does everybody have the list that DPW has put together there? Chris, Jim?  
 
GARROW: Keys, we’re just concerned with keys. We know we’re trying to lock the place up and 
there’s been a few. Jim got an email this weekend on somebody that needs a key and the policy 
for them. I mean what’s the protocol? What do you want to do?  
 
GILLILLAND: So, that’s one thing that we’re going to have to hash out here is the policy/protocol 
for key access or for vehicle access essentially to the fairgrounds when it’s not open for any 
other public event. So, I mean there’s a lot of people on here including the DPW Superintendent 
for Westport have a key. You want to have one available in your town hall?  
 
TYLER: It might be a good idea.  
 
GILLILLAND: And you know, so we could make it say that you know people, these people that 
give access there, do we say that they’re responsible for making sure that it’s brought back and 
locked up?  
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MONTY: My thought is; I see that we got eight people listed; I would like to see us have like a 
check and balances type of thing. Like if Dave Decker was going to issue a key to somebody; 
he lets these guys know and then within that policy is that Dave is responsible for that; the 
guidelines are followed and that the keys are returned, but that way these guys know who he’s 
giving it to, so it’s not just given out to any Tom, Dick or Harry.  
 
TYLER: Should he be giving a key out at all?  
 
MONTY: Who?  
 
TYLER: Anybody?  
 
MONTY: That’s fine. That’s another thought.  
 
TYLER: Once they get the key they can unlock it and stuff. I don’t think they should be giving it 
out.  
 
MONTY: Right 
 
GARNDER: I mean the key is at Cornell; right? So, have a sign-out sheet there and okay you’ve 
got that key, but they shouldn’t all be out to everybody.  
 
GILLILLAND: I agree with that or do we want Lynn as the central point saying your office says, 
they call there to get an opening time and then your office gives an agency that they need to 
have this open. So, you have a central point; which is guess is unified or diversified access I 
guess.  
 
MONTY: And the other part is I definitely don’t like the fact that if there is an event on the 
weekend; you open it Friday and you don’t; it says open until Monday; that cant’ happen. I mean 
if there is an event during the day there, somebody goes down there and opens and somebody 
goes down and locks it up that night and it should be done that way. Even if it’s going to cost us 
a little money by paying Jed or Scott or someone to go down there and to open and close; we 
can’t just leave it opened up. In my opinion, we can’t just leave it open from Friday to Monday.  
 
GILLILLAND: So, if there’s an event on the weekend and we have a major sponsor for the event 
why can’t we tell them your duties are to lock that thing when the event is over?  
 
HARRINGTON: There 
 
MONTY: But, if it’s a three day event does it mean that they leave it open until Monday?  
 
GILLILLAND: We can specify that; that after the event is over for the day.  
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MONTY: That would be fine.  
 
GARDNER: And if you don’t you lose your rights to the key or whatever.  
 
GILLILLAND: So, what do you think; should we have one office? Like Mike’s office be the 
central point for requesting opening and closing?  
 
MCNALLY: Chris does everything else; you want the head of that?  
 
GILLILLAND: Or be diversified? Ike’s office can do it? DPW can do it?  
 
TYLER: I like it’s good that they have a County person be notified, but if we could have it in our 
office and then Mike can notified us.  
 
GILLILLAND: Alright, so one notified request and then Ike’s office can call you or DPW or Soil 
and Water or Cornell; is that okay with you guys?  
 
DOUGAN: Yeah, I really just wanted everybody to have a list of who has keys right. We’re all in 
this learning curve right now where we’ve been receiving calls. It sounds like you received a call 
the other day from people who are used to getting in there and how do we handle that? The call 
that you got Jim, was from someone who operates; thinks he owns; maybe? Wings and Things 
and wants to be in there prior to the fair. So, how do we regulate those things?  
 
MONTY: Then in that case he only wants to come in on his own time, when we wants to.  
 
GILLILLAND: He calls, says I would like to be in; these are the times I want to be there and we 
have it open for him, but it has to be reasonable. I’m not going to have it opened at midnight and 
he leaves at 3:00 am.  
 
MONTY: Right 
 
TYLER: Well these people should be notified that they don’t own those things.  
 
GILLILLAND: He sat in my office and I said specifically and he understood.  
 
MONTY: And I had that same conversation with that same individual that you don’t own the 
building. I said if you can show me a deed then I’ll believe you own it.  
 
DOUGAN: You try and retrain something that’s gone on for quite a while and as far as the 
weekends go; the fair I am honestly less worried about. It’s a week-long event and people are 
going to be in and out. But there was an event for one day this weekend and they wanted to 
start going in on Friday evening and right now we don’t have anybody stationed at the fair full-
time.  
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TYLER: And I think the main area they used they didn’t need a gate opened anyway. They were 
inside the track.  
 
DOUGAN: Okay, so maybe we have to know that a little bit better. When they organized; when 
they called Mike’s office; the information I got from Mike’s office is that they needed the gates 
opened. So, if they don’t need the gates open; great. If all they need is the track area.  
 
MONTY: So, if they come into the track they still can’t access any of the other grounds? There’s 
a gate up by the grandstands?  
 
DOUGAN: There is a gate by the grandstands.  
 
GILLILLAND: They can walk through it.  
 
MONTY: They can’t get a vehicle in.  
 
GILLILLAND: And that’s the issue is pickup trucks full of trash or we’ve had instances in there 
before that things will walk out of there.  
 
MONTY: Exactly, the gates.  
 
GILLILLAND: The gates and you need a big truck to get that out of there.  
 
MASCARENAS: I think we can do a little better job on our intake form as well; trying to get 
information. We have a permit form now that was developed by the County Attorney, but it is 
primarily around legal issues. It should be also modified to also deal with what do you need? 
What days do you need? You know those types of things; I think we can work on that and make 
it a little bit better, because that’s been a common problem we’ve had as well. Somebody calls 
and says we want to use the grounds for such and such a day and then it comes and we really 
need to be in there a day before; we really need to be in there a day after. You may have 
another event scheduled the day before or the day after.  
 
GILLILLAND: It needs simple coordination on this.  
 
MASCARENAS: And I can probably bring something here next time.  
 
GILLILLAND: Okay 
 
MASCARENAS: A form that hopefully will work a little bit better that will go with Dan’s permit.  
 
MANNING: And Shaun is working on his thing, so that will all come together.  
 
GILLILLAND: And I got the insurance stuff and I’ll write in the key policy stuff based on what 
we’re talking about right now.  
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MANNING: Mike, you may want to wait until Shaun gets done with that, just so you know what 
he’s got going. So, you don’t reinvent the wheel, because that’s what I am waiting for.  
 
GILLILLAND: Alright, the letter. Do you want to talk about that? The DEC letter?  
 
DOUGAN: It’s attached. DEC did meet me out there; took a walk around. There were previous 
comments made about the illegal dumping and things and I think our gates; at least from what I 
can tell have curbed anything recently. There is some old wood and metal sticking out of the 
bank that he would like us to clean up come fall. He very much appreciated the fact that we 
called him and asked for their intake and were proactive about it and involved the agency. He 
thinks the gates is the correct step and if we could just clean up a few of those things and then 
you know stop allowing others to stock pile things there then he’s happy with it. He just wants us 
to follow up with photos and things like that after we get some of that done. He made some 
suggestions for other things that we could do with wood chips and fish hatchery waste and 
things like that that we can talk about in the future, but to start we’ll just do that little bit of clean 
up this fall with our own staff.  
 
TYLER: I had a gentlemen come into my office last week and gave me four names of people 
that had been dumping there and I don’t know how true it is or not. It kind of surprised me on 
one of them and Ray Tefoe’s name wasn’t one of them and this is a guy that was in there a lot. 
He had business in there and he was a witness to who was doing it; the most egregious people 
that were doing it. I don’t know if you want to do anything with that or not?  
 
MONTY: It hasn’t happened since the gates have been in?  
 
TYLER: No, no, no, prior to the gates.  
  
 GILLILLAND: I was there a couple of weeks ago at an evening event at Cornell and stuff and 
the gates were open; I’m not sure why they were open; this was maybe a month ago and they 
were just starting and we were talking Soil and Water and Cornell and things, but the gates 
were open and it was evening; it was about 7:00 and in go through four 4wheelers and 
everybody there looks at me like? Okay I got it.  
On the Midway Diner, Dan I sent an email to Mr. Hommes last week saying; the beginning of 
last week, saying what do you what to do to get your stuff? What are your plans for moving it? 
And I got no response.  
 
MANNING: I have a letter drafted I just need to know whom are all the different people you want 
to send these to.  
First of all; the Tefoe guy; does he still got stuff on premises?  
 
GARROW: He’s removing stuff still.  
 
MANNING: He was sent a letter May of 2015 with 45 days.  
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GARROW: We put a lock on the door and he’s aware that he needs to finish it up, because he 
doesn’t finish it up we’re going to.  
 
MANNING: Cart it away after.  
 
GARROW: We’re going to cart it away.  
 
MANNING: You have given him the notice by certified mail.  
 
TYLER: He is bringing it all up to his house.  
 
GARROW: Yeah 
 
TYLER: My beautification committee reminds me of that every meeting.  
 
MANNING: Who is Tim Tefoe? Is Tim Tefoe his son or something?  
 
TYLER: That’s his brother.  
 
MANNING: Well anyway we sent him a letter on April 28, 2015 and I do have a letter drafted. I 
just need the names of all the people that are there that need their stuff removed.  
 
GILLILLAND: The most critical one is Hommes right now.  
 
MONTY: Was it a mistake or did you actually say April of 2015?  
 
MANNING: April 2015 is when we sent it out.  
 
MCNALLY: That’s just a little over 45 days.  
 
HARRINGTON: Yeah, you still got a window there.  
 
MONTY: I just wanted to make sure that was clarified because I didn’t know.  
 
GARROW: I guess my point is that we can lock it and he’s all done. We get rid of it.  
 
MONTY: End of story.  
 
MASCARENAS: Following that letter he removed a lot of those items already.  
 
GARROW: Right and then it kind of washed under the woodwork and fill back up again.  
 
GILLILLAND: And Mr. Hommes needs to get that out before Fair.  
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MONTY: Where is it being stored now?  
 
GILLILLAND: In the Egglefield building.  
 
TYLER: What’s in there from the Hommes building?  
 
GILLILLAND: He’s got some sinks, he’s got some… 
 
GARROW: Fryers, coolers 
 
GILLILLAND: Fryers, coolers, those kinds of things. I’m not sure how much is operational or not, 
but it’s all under there.  
 
TYLER: So, if it’s not out of there by fair we’re going to remove it?  
 
GILLILLAND: Put it somewhere.  
 
MANNING: So, is that the only? I mean is it just Hommes?  
 
GILLILLAND: He’s the most critical one at this point.  
 
MANNING: Okay 
 
GILLILLAND: I think unless there’s someone else Jim?  
 
DOUGAN: No, I think you were planning on that space in the Egglefield building for other 
vendors.  
 
GILLILLAND: And the Midway Diner amp service?  
 
DOUGAN: Yeah, we’re taking the electrical that was; the electrical service that was used for the 
Midway Diner and we’re going to install a backboard and 100 amp service there. So, you have 
some more outlets at least in that area right now before the fair.  
 
GILLILLAND: On the windows there; I just saw Chris this morning. The fair people; the cattle 
show people approached me, because last year back in that corner it got like well over 100° 
because the heat bears down. So, they suggested cutting; you’ve got these wood frames like 
this and on the back is metal siding; is cutting the siding basically and putting hinges on it, so 
you can hinge up, open it up like this, not actually put windows, but have it open.  
 
MONTY: That is what I was thinking.  
 
GILLILLAND: To let the air flow through there.  
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MONTY: Yup 
 
GILLILLAND: So, you mentioned in there about putting in windows and stuff, but I don’t think we 
need to buy any windows, just if we can either hinge it up or hinge lower down, so that air will 
flow through there and we do have do have animal rights people that do come to the fair every 
year, you know and they’re watching people loading and unloading horses, heat for cattle and 
all that kind of stuff.  
 
DOUGAN: I’m only a little concerned about you know someone playing with that metal siding, 
moving it up and down. That stuff is sharp. Trying to cut something in that right now; you know 
you’re going to cut it; you’re going to have sharp edges. So, I understand the thought process. I 
really don’t think it needs necessarily windows. The only thought that came to mind just today as 
Chris and I were talking in more detail was if I were to cut a window opening up in between 
where the purlins run horizontally and then put a little aluminum break metal trim around that to 
cover it up, keep the weather out and then actually just build a Plexiglas piece of glass in a 
frame and then it will basically slide back and forth so it would open.  
 
GARROW: On the purlins.  
 
DOUGAN: Right on the purlins, that way we wouldn’t; you would just cut an opening between 
two purlins and do something like that. We could do that pretty inexpensively.  
 
GARROW: How much do you think?  
 
DOUGAN: We would have our people do it. I mean it’s a few hundred dollars in material. It’s not 
a lot of money to do something like that.  
 
MONTY: Any possibility of the roof ending?  
 
DOUGAN: It’s a wide opened structure on two of four sides right now. so, before the fair, 
honestly right away we could probably just open up and pull one panel of vertical metal siding 
off every other bay for right now to make sure that air flew through there quickly while we come 
up with a more permanent approach if you wanted. That way they would have from floor all the 
way to ceiling with just one panel gone and it seems like that would work pretty well for air to 
come through there.  
 
GILLILLAND: Probably more back toward the corner that has the two walls where air gets stuck.  
 
DOUGAN: Yup, but I understand the concern.  
 
GILLILLAND: If you can kind of come up with a kind of ballpark estimate I can probably get like 
Farm Bureau and things like that it contribute towards the materials.  
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DOUGAN: Okay, yup.  
 
GILLILLAND: Do you want to talk about the water system?  
 
DOUGAN: Yeah, I just wanted people to know that the water has been tested. You know the 
Town of Westport, Don St. Louis has been doing that for us or with us and so that’s gone off to 
the fair. We did call Department of Health asking when are you going to be here to inspect this 
place. Don’t come the day before because we would like some time to react.  
 
GARROW: That’s what happened last year.  
 
DOUGAN: The best they could do was give me the name. 
 
MASCARENAS: Well they came a couple days before and we didn’t know it.  
 
GARROW: Right, I mean we were aware that they were coming.  
 
MASCARENAS: We got the sighting the day before and had to send guys over in the rain and 
move a pole. So, if you just ask them to let us know, so we can send a guy over with them while 
the inspection is going on to head off any potential problems.  
 
TYLER: I would like to see if they did come the day before and were acting like Nazis like they 
usually do a letter should be written to the Commissioner of the Department of Health. 
Somebody’s got to start doing something about this, because it’s a big problem and I think we 
should document when they do something like this and send a letter to the Commissioner.  
 
GILLILLAND: We have problems in our town camps, private camps.  
 
MCNALLY: Will you be dealing with Susan Kennedy up there?  
 
GILLILLAND: Well, I don’t know is it Susan or Kristen?  
 
MASCARENAS: Kristen is the acting director, I guess what you would call it.  
 
GILLILLAND: I don’t have any problem with Susan when it comes to water stuff.  
 
MCNALLY: Our youth program went off without a hitch this year and they came down and did 
the inspection and they found one violation; one piece of paperwork that we didn’t have done.  
 
MASCARENAS: That’s good 
 
DOUGAN: It was actually Susan that I spoke with who said and she called me back within a day 
with the name of who would be doing to inspections; this Vinnie Delauria and said that they 
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would contact our office so that we’re aware of when they’re coming and that they would try and 
be proactive.  
 
MCNALLY: She pretty responsive.  
 
HARRINGTON: We haven’t had any issues with Susan Kennedy.  
 
MASCARENAS: No, she’s fantastic.  
 
GARROW: She is very pro municipality.  
 
MASCARENAS: She’s not a sanitarian, at your camps you’re talking about real different 
programs.  
 
GILLILLAND: Is there anything else we want to discuss today?  
 
MCNALLY: Yeah, I’m not on the committee, but I do have something.  
 
GILLILLAND: Yes, sir 
 
MCNALLY: I’ve never been to the fair in Essex County, because I’ve always been in Glens 
Falls.  
 
TYLER: You are this year, because you’re going to be in the dunking booth.  
 
GILLILLAND: Oh, that reminds me gentlemen. They’re going to have the supervisor.  
 
TYLER: I had a bunch of them volunteer this morning.  
 
MCNALLY: The 4-H building; is that part of the fairground facility?  
 
GILLILLAND: The Cornell building.  
 
MCNALLY: Does the County own that building?  
 
GILLILLAND: The County owns that building.  
 
MASCARENAS: Yes, but I don’t believe it’s the same parcel.  
 
GILLILLAND: It’s not the same, it’s a different parcel. 
 
MCNALLY: I mean seriously what are we allowing employees to work in that building the way it 
is right now is not acceptable in no ways and means. I would not have my daughter work in that 
building or my son work in that building. I would tell them don’t work there. 
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GILLILLAND: I don’t like my wife, so I let her work in that building (laughter).  
 
MCNALLY: I mean I’m serious we’re talking $200 million and we got organizations working out 
of that building.  
 
HARRINGTON: Oh, you mean the structure itself, Cooperative Extension?  
 
MCNALLY: Yeah, there’s no way anybody should be working in that building.  
 
HARRINGTON: Well, it is an embarrassment.  
 
MCNALLY: It’s an embarrassment and it’s a safety concern.  
 
MASCARENAS: Yeah, this is, to give everybody kind of a brief history of that facility. As many 
of you are new on the Board, we looked at that facility in the mid 2000’s. It’s a historic structure. 
There was a little over a million dollars in repair that needed to occur at that facility. At that given 
time the Board did not want to move forward on making those repairs. It’s not much different 
than our fish hatchery facility or our nutrition center.  
 
MONTY: I was going to say Steve, how long have you been in the Board?  
 
MCNALLY: Just got on yesterday.  
 
MASCARENAS: Well it was the mid 2000’s. There’s a report that’s been done on that facility.  
 
MCNALLY: So, we’ve known there’s been a problem for 15-16 years and we haven’t dealt with 
it.  
 
MASCARENAS: Right and we can only deal with that is authorized by the Board of 18 
members.  
 
TYLER: With that said we should do some serious work on that building.  
 
MASCARENAS: Well here’s what we’ve got.  
 
TYLER: Look for grants 
 
MASCARENAS: We have asked the Preservation League for a grant to do an update on that 
plan. I have talked to Anita Deming; she said that a lot of the items aren’t necessary anymore 
that were in that original plan. I’m not sure what changed. She thought the cost would be 
significantly less than what it was. So, if we’re fortune enough to get that planning document 
that we can push through and get a real number we can then go to Historic Preservation and try 
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and take care of that facility. I mean the Board always has the option to do it as part of the 
budget process which is going to be happening real shorty here.  
 
MCNALLY: My concern is the welfare of the people working in that building. I mean I was just 
able have to turn; I am sure Ike as to turn sideways to get into those offices.  
 
TYLER: You do, I don’t.  
 
MCNALLY: But, it’s terrible that we have anyone associated with the County working in that 
facility. I mean it’s an embarrassment.  
 
GILLILLAND: I mean I have some personal, spousal things. They have had employees there 
that have gotten frostbite on their feet in the winter, because the floor’s not insulated. They have 
been hit by the Cornell’s fire inspector, not allowed to use certain offices in there, because a 
normal human body cannot get through the window as a secondary means of regress.  
 
MCNALLY: That’s terrible. 
 
GILLILLAND: Twice in the last couple of weeks Linda told me that delivery people would stop at 
the Westport School and ask where Cornell or Soil and Water were; I can’t remember who they 
were going to make a delivery to and they said it’s right there and they go, but that building is 
abandoned. You know, so I mean it really and it’s becoming a real eyesore and as we bring the 
fairgrounds up and you know we need to bring that building up as well.  
 
MCNALLY: Well you’ve seen what that hall; it’s a beautiful building.  
 
TYLER: That should be the first thing we do.  
 
MONTY: Since this Task Force was formed or since I’ve been on it was every time we met 
we’ve talked about doing something with that building, but unfortunately for as a long as I can 
remember in my seven months that I have been as a supervisor; I think we’re making progress, 
but you don’t cure the problem unless we; somebody left us a boatload of money that Mike isn’t 
telling us about.  
 
MASCARENAS: No, no 
 
MONTY: You can’t cure it overnight, but you take the individual steps; we’re moving forward. It’s 
just not going to be overnight unless we as a Board of Supervisors; including you, Mr. McNally 
vote to get that money from somewhere.  
 
MCNALLY: Well, that’s the point. I mean we have to do something with it.  
 
MONTY: Well, absolutely 
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TYLER: I think it should be a key. That building should be the key to the fairgrounds.  
 
MONTY: Absolutely 
 
MCNALLY: Well, look what happened to the jail over the years, not that I am, I mean there was 
an issue with the jail, an issue with the jail, an issue with the jail and we pushed it down the road 
and we pushed it down the road and then it took $42 million.  
 
HARRINGTON: I have been on the Cooperative Extension Board intermittently beginning since 
1980. I do know that; I feel there is a different attitude towards Cooperative Extension at the 
Board level now than what there has been in the past. In the past it’s been quite confrontational. 
Now I do believe that the Cooperative Extension building is going to fall into the same guidelines 
that the fish hatchery is falling right now; which is a complete restoration. I do feel that that 
attitude is there at the Board level. So, take it from there.  
 
MCNALLY: Well, it’s a County property and the County should be responsible to maintain it.  
 
HARRINGTON: I know. I go there once a month. I see everything that you see and I do know 
that there is going to; I have a strong feeling that there is going to be some improvements.  
 
MASCARENAS: When that budget comes out in a month; what’s the first item that gets taken 
out?  
 
HARRINGTON: And DPW has been chipping away. They have their issues there, but there is 
going to be improvements there.  
 
TYLER: The bottom line is it’s county property and us supervisors are responsible for that and 
the Board of Supervisors should be ashamed to have a building like that.  
 
MCNALLY: That’s my point.  
 
TYLER: People are looking at it and they are equating the Board of Supervisors with this 
building.  
 
MCNALLY: We treat our inmates better.  
 
GILLILLAND: I mean we don’t have to bite this apple all in one bite.  
 
HARRINGTON: That’s right 
 
GILLILLAND: We can do it in a five or six year plan.  
 
HARRINGTON: That’s right.  
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GILLILLAND: We can come up with a number in like a five or a six or seven year restoration 
plan.  
 
DOUGAN: I think the first thing that you really should do, if you’re doing to do that is determine 
what you’re going to utilize it for. The one thing that everyone is this room should be aware of is 
my understanding that that building was originally build as a three season building. It wasn’t built 
to be operated in the winter. So, it has turned into that and that’s one of its biggest issues. It was 
never really built for that is my understanding. So, the first thing that if you’re going to make a 
decision to save it; figure out what you’re going to save it for; okay? You know if you’re saving it 
for the current Ag; the Ag employees that are in there right now it’s a pretty small group of 
people; okay? So, know that first before we just starting throwing money at it, because you’re 
going to throw a lot of money. The estimate might have been a $1 million in 2005. I am sure it’s 
at least $1.5 million now just from escalation. But, yes you could absolutely come with a five 
year plan to take off bits at a time. Mike’s office has applied for a structural evaluation grant. 
That’s the one thing that the plan in 2005 never had in it was really looking at the structure itself 
and those concrete piers that it sits on. So, maybe we’ll get lucky and we’ll get that and we can 
first save the structure and then go to the inside from there.  
 
GILLILLAND: But, it’s not only just an office building. It’s also a public gathering and meeting 
place for a number of organizations.  
 
DOUGAN: I understand that.  
 
MCNALLY: Plus it’s got historic value.  
 
DOUGAN: It does, it makes it more expensive yet.  
 
BELANGER: And as a person in this room that’s been to more board meetings about this 
fairgrounds than any of you supervisors over the years and the cost of doing things. I was 
disappointed as a member of the public in not seeing what was originally going to happen three 
or four years. Scott was hired to work the fairgrounds and they were going to hire somebody to 
sit in an office and promote the fairgrounds and everything and that went by the wayside.  
I’d say right now if you want to resurrect this building you’re going to have to do a lot of 
politicking amongst yourselves because Roby Politi could can less if there’s an Essex County 
fairgrounds. He’ll vote not to spend any money there. It’s not in North Elba. That’s a fact. He’s 
not bashful about saying it and he has a big weighted vote and if you; I’ve been in those 
meeting rooms upstairs since 2000 when we started going around and I don’t bring any of my 
clients there anymore to meet there. It’s disgusting to go upstairs in that meeting room. It’s 
disgusting for me to try and fit in the bathroom. They key is what you said, sir and that’s what 
are you going to use it for? If you’re not going to take the front and use it to promote the 
fairgrounds you’re wasting your money. No one in the general public and a portion of your 
supervisory board does not want to spend money, collect rent from Cornell using the building. 
We don’t use it as the front of the fairgrounds. You come around and you have the building 
that’s across the street that’s abandoned on that same corner.  
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TYLER: We’re in the process of taking care of that issue.  
 
BELANGER: And you know that was always used. We used that years ago for things on the 
lawn and everything and we got permission from the owners. But if you use it, I see putting 
other people in there, having an office that promotes the fairgrounds whether you man it part 
time. Even the key issue that you discussed; to me as a person who goes to the Westport Hotel; 
quite a bit; maybe more than I should; stay in my own town and spend money in those 
restaurants, but I see those 4-wheelers between 6:00 and 7:00 at night. They come out even 
with those big pylons they make it on to the track and they have their little races and they go 
back off to the side again. I would put the gates out closer to the road and kicked everybody out 
of the whole damn mess until you figure it out and have somebody that was dedicated to that 
and I honestly believe that if you’re going to sell these fairgrounds and you’re going to make that 
building right, then you find tenants over that five year plan that you’re talking about. You have 
an office for someone to sell the fairgrounds usage and to monitor it and just like we do with the 
Fish and Game in Willsboro. You know you rent it. We open the gate. We lock the gate. We’re 
responsible and you don’t get your money back if you don’t clean it up, but we’re responsible to 
check our own gate. If you’re going to give a key to somebody; from what I hear and you’re 
judging; you’re trusting them to close the gate and that’s just my take on it. That building has 
always been bad, since 2000, the first time I went in it I never went back to another meeting 
upstairs. Teresa and I found another place to go.  
 
TYLER: To expand on that one too, I think if we have a good game plan and we redo those 
offices and the meeting room and things like that I think more things will happen there.  
 
BELANGER: You will and can do like we do in some other places. We actually rent out other 
places that we go to, to use the meeting room. It’s a nominal fee, I mean it’s not $200.00 bill or 
something, but it’s something that is cared after and looked after. I mean there’s not a lot of 
space being used in it and the space being used isn’t very complimentary.  
 
MCNALLY: Do you have a Chamber in Westport?  
 
TYLER: Yup 
 
MCNALLY: It would be a great spot for them to be to lease space.  
 
HARRINGTON: As far as I’m concerned the general meetings could be held downstairs in that 
major room instead of going upstairs. So, that makes it more handicapped accessible.  
Also, there will be a new Executive Director of Cooperative Extension beginning January 1. So, 
you’ll have a new look at Cooperative Extension. The current Director has been with 
Cooperative Extension for over 30 years. Sometimes you can’t see the forest because there’s 
too many trees. So, a new look would be good and I’m not being critical of Anita, but I am just 
saying that we will have a new direction here.  
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MCNALLY: Let’s try to get some money out of McKenna.  
 
MONTY: And the mission that we’ve had since we started was to try and do something to utilize 
that facility.  
 
HARRINGTON: And also in Politi’s defense; now we’re having a new initiative in agriculture and 
I do not believe Politi would be acting negatively towards that.  
 
GILLILLAND: I agree 
 
MCNALLY: I can’t speak for him, but there would be a lot of benefits there.  
 
TYLER: This new farm; all this farm to table thing.  
 
MCNALLY: It’s big in Essex County.  
 
TYLER: That could all be a part of it all.  
 
HARRINGTON: It’s spiraling upwards.  
 
GILLILLAND: We’re almost the epicenter of it in the country.  
 
MCNALLY: And we have no place to facility this out of except random buildings here and there.  
 
GILLILLAND: And hopefully your search for a new Executive Director will have somebody who’s 
focused on that movement.  
 
TYLER: Real quick; I was at that thing they had this weekend at the fairgrounds and I was 
approached by two people and I didn’t have an answer. Who is in charge of supplying the toilet 
paper and paper towels?  
 
HARRINGTON: You bring your own (laughter).  
 
TYLER: I don’t have an issue with it, but some other people do.  
 
MASCARENAS: That’s us.  
 
TYLER: Who? The County?  
 
GILLILLAND: The County is the landlord.  
 
TYLER: Scott is supposed to be doing that?  
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MASCARENAS: People that sign up for a permit; it depends on the event. We don’t always 
know.  
 
GARROW: You guys took him out of the fairgrounds. He’s not there.  
 
DOUGAN: You took him out.  
 
GARROW: He’s not there full time. He’s there periodically and the Board of Supervisors took 
him off being at the fairgrounds every day. We put him on the road like they wanted.  
 
TYLER: This is not an everyday thing.  
 
GARROW: I understand that.  
 
TYLER: I mean he can stop once a week and make sure there is toilet paper and things to wipe 
your hands with.  
 
MONTY: Like especially for events; if you know you’re having an event there somebody should 
be down there and check those things and make sure they’re done. Whether it’s Scott or it is 
somebody else? Is it Jed, because Jed is in charge of buildings and grounds? 
 
DOUGAN: Well Dave Decker is in charge of buildings and grounds, but Jed’s has been coming 
up from the Public Safety Building to do some of the mowing that Tefoe is supposed to do and 
hasn’t been doing.  
 
MONTY: And I thought we talked about that too?  
 
DOUGAN: I think he’s gone. I’m not sure from the process.  
 
GILLILLAND: Yeah, should be gone. Because he was not being authorized or being paid to do 
that.  
 
TYLER: So, when people ask me about that now, I can respond that it’s being taken care of?  
 
DOUGAN: Yeah 
 
MASCARENAS: Is this for specific events, Ike?  
 
MONTY: When else would they be using the bathrooms other than that?  
 
MASCARENAS: Well if you’ve got people going there randomly. I don’t know.  
 
MONTY: There shouldn’t be, unless we know about it.  
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TYLER: That’s one of our major walking tours through there.  
 
GARROW: Is that the ones up by the red building?  
 
TYLER: Yeah 
 
GARROW: Are those accessible by the… 
 
TYLER: No, not those. The ones right behind the grandstand.  
 
DOUGAN: They’re all accessible. They’re all accessible all the time. The place may be gated so 
that people can’t drive through, but people walk through. That’s a walking path for plenty of 
people in Westport.  
 
GILLILLAND: I mean we’re going to; I don’t want anybody casting stones on anything. This is 
going to a bumpy road until we get it fixed. I mean it’s going to be a bumpy road.  
 
TYLER: Maybe you guys can talk it over and maybe come up with a plan.  
 
GARROW: We can 
 
DOUGAN: Yeah, absolutely we can. We can do better without a doubt.  
 
MONTY: We’ve made great progress.  
 
MASCARENAS: We have done well in a short amount of time. I said that we’ve accomplished 
more in six months than we were able to in five or six years.  
 
MONTY: But, we’ve got to keep the momentum going. It’s no different than the tethering law. If 
we stop it we’re going to be right back to day one.  
 
MCNALLY: The fairgrounds, the fish hatchery a great improvement and it’s due to a lot to Chris 
and his staff.  
 
MASCARENAS: I just want to leave you with one more thought on facilities in general and how 
we; we are trying to be more proactive with facilities. Jim and I have been working on this for 
quite a long time now. I have a draft report on not only out buildings, but right here we have a lot 
of issues, in house. So, I think for the Board to particularly to be able to see that in it’s entirely, 
because I think one thing that we don’t do a good job at here is you never know what the overall 
impact is on everything else. I mean if I come and say okay, Cornell’s going to be this to fix, fish 
hatchery is going to be this to fix, nutrition is going to be this. Well, that has a tremendous 
impact on budgets and how you view things. So, I think the Board needs to understand and be 
able to see what our overall real needs are at every facility not just itemized one by one, but 
what does it look like in its entirety. 
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GILLILLAND: When I worked in the Department of Defense we always worked in five year 
budgets, provided a fiscal year distribution plan and you had to have a five year plan for every 
line item that came in. The only thing you affect is the first year, but then the budget makers 
would be going, well we can do it here, we can do it back here, but what you guys did with the 
vehicle thing was extremely positive and if we can move that to a facilities plan as well; like I 
said not biting the apple all the way through, but to see the long range issue. I think that would 
go a long way.  
 
MASCARENAS: Yeah and we do have a draft report for the Board that we’re trying to work 
through now.  
 
MONTY: That is what I was going to say. Is there something that can go to the Full Board?  
 
MASCARENAS: Yeah, Mr. Palmer is reviewing that now. Jim and I got together and wrote it up, 
probably a month or so ago, so I think it should be finalized pretty quickly. I’ll check with Dan to 
see where he is on it.  
 
MONTY: Because I think it would help the rest of the Board understand what we’re looking at.  
 
MASCARENAS: And budget is starting.  
 
MONTY: And budget’s starting.  
 
HARRINGTON: I also believe that we need to incorporate the services of NYSERDA. I think that 
they can step up immensely with the Cooperative Extension building and make that be a 
demonstration of what efficient energy use is all about. I believe we could sell that concept to 
them.  
 
MASCARENAS: Yeah, the one issue that you have with that facility is it is historic.  
 
HARRINGTON: Yes 
 
MASCARENAS: So, anything you do to that property is going to have to meet the needs of and 
it gets costly.  
 
MONTY: And that’s any easy process; right Mr. Tyler?  
 
MASCARENAS: And he’s dealing with it now.  
 
TYLER: Yeah, something you get the $500,000.00 from like instance the historical thing, then 
you’re going to spend $400,000.00, peeing it away, because you’re going to do what they want 
you to do.  
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MASCARENAS: Jump through those hoops and do those things.  
 
GARNDER: Costs you more in the long run.  
 
TYLER: It does. I am learning a lot with this project.  
 
GARDNER: I know I did with our town.  
 
MCNALLY: There are so many things. I put solar in a lot of my facilities in my town. There’s not 
a great savings, because we don’t burn that much electricity town wide. We’ve got it in our 
highway department and our transfer station.  
 
TYLER: We recently just had a NYSERDA person come look at our project. Looking at our 
engineering and our architect plans of that building; Jim’s come down and looked at it and we’re 
changing them, so a lot of things that we just can’t afford to do that they want us to do.  
 
HARRINGTON: That’s an example of a new face; again; taking the helm.  
 
GILLILLAND: Is there anything else you want to bring up. We’ll meet next month, I think and I 
encourage everybody to get down to the fair and spend your money, but also to keep your eyes 
open, so we actually see this thing in process here, right now at the fair and come back with 
ideas and say this has got to be fixed, this has got to be fixed from the landlord’s perspective 
and I’m not trying to tell the Fair Board how to run the fair. 
 
TYLER: And everybody will be notified when they’re in the dunking booth? They’re time in the 
dunking booth?  
 
GILLILLAND: They will be all notified of their times.  
 
BELANGER: And for those that have never been should be at the opening ceremonies, so you 
can be introduced.  
 
MCNALLY: I don’t fit into the dunking booth. I’ve never been there.  
 
TYLER: Change that this year; it’s part of your job.  
 
GILLILLAND: Is there anything else to come before this Task Force?  
I thank you very much.  
 
 
AS THERE WAS NO FURTHER BUSINESS TO COME BEFORE THIS TASK FORCE IT WAS 
ADJOURNED AT 11:50 AM. 
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Respectively Submitted,  
 
 
 
Dina Garvey, Deputy Clerk 
Board of Supervisors  
 


